
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Art History 1 - Introduction To Ancient And Classical Art  

 

Lecturer: Yael Young (Ph.D) 

The course surveys the history of art of the civilizations that existed in 

the ancient East and the Mediterranean basin from the third 

millennium BC to late antiquity. We begin with a brief discussion of 

ancient Egypt and continue with a discussion of the Greek and Roman 

cultures.  

The purposes are: (a) to recognize the development of the art and 

architecture characteristic of each culture, with detailed discussion of 

the technique, form and content of selected works in a wide variety of 

mediums; (b) to understand what are the issues that concerned the 

ancient people and how they presented them visually; (c) What 

challenges ancient artists faced and what solutions are found to 

express diverse ideas; and (d) to meet the artistic traditions that have 

evolved in the different cultures, and the changes that occurred in 

those traditions over time. 

An exam will be held at the end of course. The maximum grade is 100 

points. It includes three parts: a - Identifying artworks studied in the 

course; b - Multiple choice questions; c - matching pictures to 

concepts. 

  

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Art History 2 - Introduction to Medieval Art 

 

Lecturer: Guy Tal (Ph.D( 

 “ Middle Ages” and “Dark Ages” are pejorative terms for a period 

spanning over a thousand years (300-1300) coined by Renaissance 

humanists who perceived the art of that era as a complete deviation 

from the Classical aesthetics. This claim, as this course shows, is 

fundamentally erroneous. Medieval art is rich in artworks affected by 

Classical culture.  

Extravagant cathedrals, colorful stained glass, extensive mosaics, and 

manuscripts embellished with spectacular ornaments are only a few 

works from Early Christian Art, through Byzantine, Carolingian, and 

Romanesque art, to Gothic Art. By examining some famous works, we 

will identify the stylistic features and main subjects of medieval art, 

and contextualize them to their religious, political, societal, and 

cultural realities . 

 

Lecturer: Gili Shalom 

Medieval art is usually associated with the dark ages – a derogatory 

name given by the Renaissance people to a long period from the 

fourth-century until the fall of Constantinople in 1435. This period is 

characterized by a rich artistic creation, expressing the thoughts and 

knowledge in the process of the development of the west as we know 

it today. This course will scrutinize the artistic activity in Europe and 

will provide an interpretive framework and initial acquaintance with the 

architecture, sculpture, painting and book illumination as they were 

done in the different periods. The lessons will deal with the art of the 

early Christian art, Celtic, Iconoclasm, the Carolingian and Ottonian 

Renaissance to the Romanesque and Gothic period . 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Lecturer: Naama Shulman 

The term "Middle Ages" is a derogatory name coined by the 

Renaissance men to denote a timeframe of approximately a thousand 

years, from the fourth century to the conquest of Constantinople in 

1453. Nevertheless, the rich artistic creation which developed in that 

epoch is not homogenous, and it expresses several important periods 

and streams involved in the development and the in shaping of the 

western world as we know it today.  

The course will discuss the perceptions of the major medieval artistic 

schools, and will examine how this art relates to the modern world and 

to its aesthetic principals. These perceptions will be demonstrated by 

discussing the Christian word view, which had entirely shaped 

medieval art, medieval taste, fashion, mysticism, astrology, visions of 

the Last Judgment, center and margins in art, patronage and more    . 

 

 

  

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Art History 3 - Renaissance and Baroque Art 

Lecturer: Guy Tal (Ph.D( 

Why does the Mona Lisa smile? What miraculous cures Grünewald 

embedded in a painting created for a hospital? How do Caravaggio’s 

paintings and Bernini’s sculptures participate in the Catholic 

propaganda? How can we distinguish a Renaissance church from a 

Baroque one? And why Ghiberti, and not Brunelleschi, won the 

competition for decorating the doors of the Florentine baptistery? 

 

Art History 4 - Contemporary Art Seminar 

Lecturer: Vered Zafran Gany (Ph.D( 

Aims of the course: Development of knowledge, research abilities and 

academic writing skills concentrated on the contemporary art done in 

Israel and elsewhere. 

Subjects of the course: lectures, visits to exhibitions and firsthand 

introduction to local and international case studies. 

The course requires active participation in all activities, development 

of a specific bibliography to a chosen subject research, and final 

submission of a written academic seminar essay. 

  

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Art History 5 - Introduction to Modern and Contemporary Art 

 

Lecturer: Hanna Freund-Chertok (Ph.D( 

The course will address works of art, theoretical texts, and references 

to specific projects and exhibitions in order to emphasize central 

questions that have risen in the visual arts field in recent decades. 

Chronologically, the course will deal with the time period beginning in 

the 1960s until the present day. It will concern itself with various 

critical strategies, such as: disruption, mutilation, scattering, 

appropriation, hesitation, perfomativity, and the undoing of such rigid 

division such as high and low art, nature and culture, truth and fiction, 

center and fringes. In addition, we will discuss modes of art that seem 

to resist distinct categorization by content and medium or systematic 

representation: action, the presence of the artist, invitation- and site 

specific projects, the importance of mapping and order in the 

formation of catalogues, and the type of effectiveness that is garnered 

by taking and borrowing media from different disciplines  . 

The discussion will center on the affinity between artistic acts and 

critical discourses, such as feminism, post-colonialism, and queer 

theory.  

The course will make use of projected images as well the reading and 

analysis of theoretical texts. 

  

  

  



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Lecture: Gili Shalom  

 

This course will examine the major developments in modern and 

contemporary art from the beginning of the 20th century: Fauvism, 

Cubism, Dada, Surrealism, Pop-Art, Women Art, Realism, Minimalism, 

Conceptual Art, Video-Art, Street Art and Performance as they can be 

seen in paintings, sculpture, photography and installation. 

The purpose of this course is to develop both the knowledge and the 

student's skill of observation. Furthermore, the course will also discuss 

the move from modern to contemporary art and its discussion of the 

'Death of the Author' and its consequences .  

 


